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Developing Markets

ATTEMPTING TO EXPLAIN DEVELOPING MARKETS

Charles C. Slater—A Pioneer of Macromarketing
Graduate of the School of “Hard Knocks”

Although Charles C. “Chuck” Slater was born and raised in the United States, his life 
before the age of 21 led him to experience first-hand economic deprivation, family stress, 
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human misery, and warfare (Nason, 2010). Later in life, when he became a pioneering 
leader in the field of macromarketing, Slater focused his research and others’ on explaining 
how marketing could improve the lives of those living in developing countries where many 
contend with challenges Slater faced in his own childhood. 

Slater was born in Denver, Colorado, on July 29, 1924. When he was five, his mother 
suddenly died. At the same time, the Great Depression descended on the country and most 
of the world. Six months after his mother died, lenders foreclosed on the Slater family 
home in their attractive Denver neighborhood. With these events, harsh reality drove out 
childhood innocence from the lives of Slater and his brother Robert (who was 15 months 
older).

For the rest of their years growing up, instability characterized the lives of the Slater 
boys. A chronic bone disease (osteomyelitis) hampered Slater’s father throughout his life. 
The disease repeatedly sent Slater’s father to the hospital, thereby disrupting his startups 
and his ability to earn money as an employee. As a result, the boys moved in and out of 
foster homes in Denver, Chicago, and Indianapolis, while their father tried to earn enough 
money to provide for them all. To keep the boys from being sent to the public orphanage 
in Chicago, Slater’s brother dropped out of school to help support the family by working 
in a series of low-level jobs doing delivery, clerking, and assembly-line work. (Despite this 
disruption in his education, Robert Slater eventually served as a U.S. Air Force Colonel and 
became a successful New York City attorney.) 

Overcoming the uncertainty in their lives, Slater blossomed as a student in high school 
and graduated a year early. He accepted a scholarship from the University of Chicago and 
attended there his freshman year. However, World War II had begun, and the Army was 
drafting many of his peers. In response, Slater enlisted in an Army program promising two 
years of college followed by officer training. After one year at Iowa’s Grinnell College, the 
Army terminated this program and called Slater to accelerated basic infantry training. 

One month after “D” Day, June 4, 1944, Slater and his 320th Infantry Regiment of the 
35th Infantry Division entered combat operations in Normandy, France. The 35th Division 
stayed in daily combat for 11 months fighting 1,600 miles across five countries (35th 
Infantry Division, 2011). When his infantry company met the Russians in Northern 
Germany at the Elbe River, Slater and five others (out of 250) were the only original soldiers 
who had landed with the company in Normandy. The others who began with them had 
died or had been gravely wounded. Slater left the completed war in Europe as a Second 
Lieutentant in the reorganized 320th Infantry Regiment. The war ended with Slater stand-
ing on the wharf in San Francisco waiting to board a ship for the invasion of Japan. He 
narrowly missed joining the Pacific war effort. 

Graduate of Northwestern University

After the war, Slater enrolled at Northwestern University, and by 1956, he had completed 
a bachelor’s in business administration and both a master’s and a PhD degree in economics 
(Nason, 2010). After receiving these degrees, Slater worked as a marketer for Omar Inc.’s 
supermarket division based in Omaha, Nebraska. After three years, he joined Arthur D. 
Little’s consulting firm and worked as head of the consumer marketing section for five 
years. However, Slater increasingly felt a need to explain ways in which business could 
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contribute to an increased quality of life for societies of the world. Toward this end, he felt 
he would have more latitude in academia to pursue research related to business’ contribu-
tion to the common good of society. Therefore, Slater joined the marketing faculty of 
Michigan State University in 1963.

As a professor, Slater visualized marketing as a means of achieving humanistic goals, 
such as poverty alleviation—especially in developing markets (Nason, 2010). Although 
scholars at this time gave attention to marketing and society issues, the field of marketing 
scholarship was beginning a turn away from macro-level issues (the “biggest M”) toward 
micro-level issues (“little m”). When considering moving marketing management issues to 
the focus of his research, Slater took the attitude that he had already “been there and done 
that” as a marketer and as a consultant. Instead, he chose to focus on the biggest M and 
dove into the study of marketing systems in developing countries. 

Field Research in Developing Countries 

By 1964, Slater had won two sizable grants from the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) for studying the role of marketing in the economic 
development of Latin America (Nason & White, 1981). In Puerto Rico, Bolivia, and Brazil, 
he conducted field research with eclectic teams of social science researchers that focused 
on the food supply systems for a region of the countries involved. Because he was focused 
on explaining macro-level phenomenon, Slater drew on the technical expertise of econo-
mists, agronomists, agricultural economists, communication and attitude specialists, sys-
tems and model builders, industry analysts, as well as marketers to build an understanding 
of the development process and define the role of marketing in it (Peterson, 2006). For 12 
years, Slater led teams of researchers to complete similar studies in the Cauca Valley region 
in Colombia, Costa Rica, Kenya, Lesotho (a country in Africa surrounded by South Africa), 
and Rhodesia (which would later become Zimbabwe) (Layton & Grossbart, 2006).

Slater’s research in northeastern Brazil is typical. He took focus on the food supply for 
an area of about one fourth of the area of Brazil with per capita income of $100 per year 
(Nason, 2010). In this same region, 7% of people living there earned 50% of the income. 
His team used a channel mapping method it had developed to measure the flow of agricul-
tural products from farms to urban consumption. Along the way, the team surveyed all 
kinds of channel participants and measured their literacy, their psychological traits (such 
as achievement orientation, cooperativeness, fatalism, and innovativeness), and their use 
of mass media. Slater and his team then created a model of the region with its behavioral 
characteristics. In this way, the model could identify where the greatest physical and psy-
chological barriers existed that prevented increased market participation. The models also 
allowed trade-off analysis to show what might happen if different interventions were taken. 

Slater’s research in Brazil discovered two startling findings. First, up to 50% of perish-
able and semiperishable agricultural goods became inedible before they reached consum-
ers because they had spoiled (Nason, 2010). Second, each actor in the marketing system 
from farmers to channel members acted rationally—given their limited knowledge and 
their appraisal of the risks and barriers facing them. 

The knowledge resulting from the work of Slater’s teams allowed researchers, policy 
makers, and businessmen to understand where innovation should be tried and what the 
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likely outcome might be. For example, flood and drought insurance could be offered in 
some situations to improve results in the marketing system. In other situations, changes  
in the channel could be implemented, such as the introduction of refrigeration at certain 
places, coordination of purchasing at fair-like supermarkets, and the introduction of differ-
ent modes of transportation. Slater’s theory of market process proposed that farmers and 
channel members were key actors in a marketing system for society that could provide 
food in cities at lower costs while providing more income to farmers. However, Slater’s 
recommended changes would have to be implemented before such productivity increases 
would be realized. 

Slater moved to the University of Colorado—Boulder in 1968 (Nason, 2010). Before suc-
cumbing to cancer in 1978, he continued his field research and launched the first 
Macromarketing Seminar at the University of Colorado—Boulder in 1976, which many 
regard as his greatest achievement. 

Slater approached life with confidence and self-assuredness as many entrepreneurs 
might. Slater’s last doctoral student, Lee Dahringer, described him as “proud, sure of self, 
willing to put it on the line, and a bit of an ego” (Nason, 2010, p. 290). Dahringer elaborated 
on Slater’s leadership ability in this way:

As a doctoral student at U of Colorado, I was walking down the hall when Chuck, 
whom I barely knew and had no courses with, came up and asked ‘would you like 
to go to Africa?’ Thinking he was joking I said ‘sure.’ Six months later, I was on  
a plane with Chuck to Lesotho, Africa! Simply put, without his leadership in 
organization, and his leadership in developing new scholars in the area, the area 
of Macromarketing would not exist today. (Nason, 2010, pp. 290–291)

Your Thoughts?

•	 How did the adversity Chuck Slater experienced during his childhood contribute to 
what he did later in life? 

•	 How did Slater’s war-time experiences influence the way he approached his scholarly 
research?

•	 What knowledge did Slater’s team create when doing their work in places like 
northeastern Brazil?

•	 Of all the things Slater accomplished in his life, why would some say that his greatest 
achievement was being a founder of macromarketing? 

CHAPTER OVERVIEW AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES

This chapter will focus on the nature of developing markets and will give a special 
examination of the poor in developing countries. The World Bank (2010) classifies 210 
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countries as low-, middle-, or high-income countries based on gross national income (GNI) 
per capita. The low-income (GNI/capita of $975 or less) and middle-income countries (GNI/
capita from $976–$11,905) are sometimes referred to as developing countries. 

Once considered like a foreboding swamp for modern multinational enterprises (MNEs), 
developing markets now seem to offer some of the best prospects for economic growth in 
the coming years. For example, The Economist has presented the comparative prospects for 
developing markets as follows:

The rich world will continue to suffer from anemic growth for years to come. The 
emerging world, by contrast, will be a whirling hub of dynamism and creativity. 
Over the next decade it will account for more than 50% of global growth. It will 
see 700 million people enter the middle class. And it will account for a 
disproportionate share of business innovations. (The Economist, 2010a, p. 1) 

This change of view toward business investment in developing markets is nothing short 
of remarkable. The BRIC countries of Brazil, Russia, India, and China currently receive the 
most attention from businesses in the developed world (The Economist, 2010a, pp. 1–2). 
But problems for business exist in the developing world. For example, the Chinese govern-
ment remains committed to authoritarian ways and not holding elections. Russia’s govern-
ment is corrupt and capricious, although it is blessed with plentiful oil and gas reserves. 
India remains chaotic to those from outside India. Although Brazil has made economic 
gains in recent years, the poor continue to proliferate in the slums of its biggest cities. 

Other developing countries might be sorted into “overlooked” countries, such as African 
ones like South Africa, Egypt, Algeria, Botswana, Mauritius, Morocco, and Tunisia (The 
Economist, 2010a, p. 2). However, the Arab Spring presents uncertainties for Egypt and Tunisia 
as the civil unrest that toppled the regimes there in 2011 may return. Alternatively, “frontier” 
economies pose more risks and come with more poverty. Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
Kenya, Nigeria, and Rwanda are examples of countries with such frontier economies. 

After summarizing current perspectives about the success and failure of economic 
development across countries, this chapter will review macro factors for developing mar-
kets (Shultz et al., 2011). Six important dimensions of developing countries will be 
explained, including (a) culture, (b) population, (c) geography and climate, (d) economy,  
(e) political system, and (f) infrastructure. Institutions of society will also be featured in the 
final dimension of developing countries as they are proposed to be “soft” infrastructure 
(Khanna & Palepu, 2011). 

The poor in developing countries deserve special attention for marketers and leaders of 
business because of the larger share of the population they comprise in developing coun-
tries. Before his death in 2010, University of Michigan business professor C. K. Prahalad 
called the developed world’s businesses to wake up to the fortune they could obtain by 
marketing to the very poorest consumers in countries, such as India (Prahalad, 2005). 
Among many, the MNEs that have responded to Prahalad’s justifications for pursing the 
“fortune at the bottom of the pyramid” (BOP) have been consumer packaged goods com-
panies like Unilever and Procter & Gamble. However, skeptics assert that this fortune result-
ing from BOP marketing is a mirage (Karnani, 2007). This chapter will include a review of 
this debate about BOP marketing.
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Finally, studies of female entrepreneurs in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
identify three challenges for women pursuing ventures in this region (World Bank, 
2007). First, attitudes toward women and working outside the home are less favorable 
in MENA than in other regions. Second, cumbersome and costly procedures character-
ize the opening or closing of a business in countries of the region. Women (who are 
typically more risk averse) perceive launching a venture as being more risky in such 
environments because of the accompanying expectation of bribe-paying needed to 
make the system work. Third, despite gender-neutral laws in MENA, conservative 
judges and lawyers often perceive women as “legal minors” and make decisions pref-
erential to men, who are perceived to be “legal adults” and more trusted to carry out 
the wishes of society. Despite such challenges, one Egyptian woman who has achieved 
success in the technology field is Hanan Abdel Meguid, this chapter’s Maverick Who 
Made It. 

After this chapter, you should be able to answer the following questions:

•	 Is global development succeeding? Explain. 
•	 What does the rise of “emerging giants” say about business in developing 

countries today? 
•	 What are six important macro factors for understanding developing market 

contexts? 
•	 Why might there be a fortune at the bottom of the pyramid by marketing to poor 

consumers in developing countries?
•	 Why might a fortune at the bottom of the pyramid be a mirage?

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT

Challenges in Explaining Economic Development
When considering developing countries, it is encouraging to remember that some of 

these countries actually become developed countries. The “Four Asian Tigers”—
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea—began serious economic growth in 
the 1960s and became developed countries as a result of rapid economic growth in the 
1980s and the 1990s (Cateora, Gilly, & Graham, 2011, p. 313). Notably, each of these 
countries has earned rankings in the top 30 for quality of life (Economist Intelligence 
Unit, 2005). 

This rise is remarkable when remembering that South Korea and Taiwan were no larger 
economically than sub-Saharan African countries in the 1950s (Rodrik, 2011, p. 146). Each 
of these “tigers” really did not have natural resources of which to speak, so this forced them 
to emphasize human development—primarily education and entrepreneurship—in their rise 
(Friedman, 2012). Governments in these countries also improved their investment climate by 
(a) keeping taxes low, (b) controlling inflation, (c) bringing discipline to the operation of their 
bureaucracies, and (d) investing in infrastructure development (Rodrik, 2011, p. 147). In sum, 
a variety of factors contributed to the development success of these countries. 
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Despite the remarkable stories of the Four Asian Tigers, few other developing countries 
have had similar records of growth and prosperity. Accordingly, understanding why some 
countries grow and generally improve people’s living standards and why others do not 
remains a perplexing question for macromarketers and developmental economists (Dapice, 
2008). The transnational entity charged with assisting long-term development of countries, 
the World Bank, acknowledges that it still does not know the sufficient conditions  
for growth. “We can characterize the successful economies of the postwar period, but we 

Figure 13.1   The “Four Asian Tigers” from South to North—Singapore, Hong Kong,  
 Taiwan, and South Korea

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Asian_Tigers
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cannot name with certainty the factors that sealed their success, or the factors they could 
have succeeded without. It would be preferable if it were otherwise,” the World Bank 
Commission on Growth and Development said (World Bank, 2008, p. 33).

Using the narrow view of development as growth in GDP per capita, macromarketing 
research suggests that rich countries grow about 2% per year (Dapice, 2008, p. 414). For 
poor nations to catch up over a long period spanning decades would require at least a 3% 
growth rate each year. Since 1975, only 11 countries that are not rich have grown this fast. 
Most of these are Asian: China, India, Indonesia, Laos, Sri Lanka, Thailand Viet Nam, 
Botswana, Chile, Lebanon, and Poland. 

Importantly, it is not easy to identify a “silver bullet”—a seemingly magical solution to 
a complicated problem—for development across these countries. For example, a closer 
examination of this set of countries shows that the government’s ability to deliver services 
and create a stable environment for investment is not the only explanation for growth. 
India receives good ratings for its governance, but it has grown more slowly than China or 
Viet Nam, which receive less favorable ratings for governance (Dapice, 2008, p. 414). 

For those who encourage an unleashing of the market with minimum interference by 
government as the avenue for economic growth, evidence suggests some sobering findings. 
For example, the Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom (that focuses on the 
economic policies and laws of countries) ranks most fast-growing nations in the bottom of 
their list of countries based on economic freedom (Dapice, 2008, pp. 414–415). It seems 
that nations with restrictions on economic freedom can grow fast—at least for a decade or 
two. A question remains about how long such growth can be sustained because growth 
rates can be very volatile over two decades or more (Kenny, 2011, p. 33). 

The Complexity, Heterogeneity, and Unintended Consequences  
of Aggregate Marketing Systems

Complex

As discussed in Chapter 3, the aggregate marketing system is the collection of all mar-
keting systems in society (Wilkie & Moore, 1999). Macromarketing scholarship offers three 
primary generalizations about aggregate marketing systems that offer some insight into the 
difficulty researchers have in explaining economic growth for countries. First, aggregate 
marketing systems are highly complex (Mittelstaedt, Kilbourne, & Mittelstaedt, 2006,  
p. 133). They are made up of thousands of firms, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 
and regulators, along with millions of households. As a result, it is not surprising that one 
variable cannot explain economic growth or lack of it. 

Heterogeneous 

Second, aggregate marketing systems are heterogeneous (Mittelstaedt et al., 2006,  
p. 134). In other words, they are different. Countries have different geographies (including 
climates) and natural resource endowments. These starting conditions for countries affect 
the types of markets and the resulting economic system that develops. For example, snow 
plows are not needed in Saudi Arabia, which is uniquely endowed with oil reserves on the 
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eastern side of the country. Not surprisingly, marketing systems have developed in Saudi 
Arabia that are focused on the export of oil and the importation of food and manufactured 
goods.

In addition to country geographies contributing to the heterogeneity of aggregate mar-
keting systems, macromarketing researchers have identified five preconditions for markets 
that make markets heterogeneous (Klein & Nason, 2000, p. 270). These are (a) a legal sys-
tem to establish and protect property rights, contract rights, and choice; (b) adequate infor-
mation systems; (c) physical infrastructure to facilitate transportation and communication; 
(d) regard for social aspects of marketing (such as environmental protection, food safety, 
and cultural enhancement); and (e) a reliable financial system. 

A country’s history influences these preconditions. For example, Namibia (northwest of 
South Africa) and Java (an island part of Indonesia) have differences in their aggregate 
marketing systems because each had a different colonizer (Shultz et al., 2011). Germany 
colonized Namibia, while Holland colonized Java. Each colonizer brought different ideas, 
administrative practices, and technologies. Additionally, each colonizer built on a different 
cultural foundation. Tribal groups lived at subsistence levels in Namibia prior to the 
Germans colonizing in 1884. For this reason, German colonizers strongly influenced the 
market preconditions of Namibia. In contrast, Java was a center of Hindu/Buddhist Empires 
and then Islamic Sultanates prior to the arrival of the Dutch. Accordingly, Java’s aggregate 
marketing system carries the imprint of multiple cultures from Asia that traded extensively 
throughout the region, as well as Dutch influence.

Unintended Consequences 

Third, macromarketing scholarship recognizes that choices of marketplace actors have 
consequences far beyond themselves, for better or worse (Mittelstaedt et al., 2006, p. 135). 
These can be in the form of externalities (uncalculated costs or benefits of exchange) or 
social consequences (any unforeseen effect to those involved in a transaction or to those 
not involved in a transaction). For example, Vietnamese environmental police had to dis-
guise themselves as night fishermen on the Thi Vai River to investigate allegations that the 
Taiwanese food-additive and chemical manufacturer Vedan had constructed an elaborate 
underground system from one of its factories (Nguyen & Pham, 2011). During this 2009 
investigation, the environmental police discovered an 800-meter pipe of Vedan’s that had 
been discharging untreated wastewater directly into the river for 14 years. The Vietnamese 
government responded slowly over the next two years as a result of conflicting purposes 
of government agencies, as well as of delays engendered by a vast bureaucracy. Distrust for 
foreign direct investment increased among farmers, consumers, and government officials 
as a result of the Vedan scandal. The implication is that such externalities and social con-
sequences may bedevil attempts to boost economic development. 

A social consequence of marketing in developing countries can be discerned in Slater’s 
framing of the developing country problem in this way:

The trend in most underdeveloped societies is for the expanding population in 
traditional sectors to gradually drift into urban slums and create a proletariat. 
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Meanwhile, the upper income elite continue to consume imported luxuries so that 
the nation has a high requirement for foreign exchange and limited demand for 
internal production. Foreign exchange can usually be most easily earned by 
maintaining labor intensive plantations for export commodities which delay the 
education and industrialization changes need for takeoff. (Slater, 1977, p. 120)

Here, elites want luxuries unavailable in the home country. Cheap labor is used to export 
agricultural commodities. With this cash, the elites buy the imported luxuries or invest 
overseas—and the cycle repeats itself year after year. By purchasing imported luxuries or 
investing overseas, a social consequence results from these transactions. Development lags 
and the only opportunities remain low-paying jobs on the farms of the elite. As a result, 
farm laborers and their children have few prospects for developing themselves as wage 
earners over the course of their lives. 

For the country to break out of this cycle, growth must be a serious priority for those 
who govern the country (Dapice, 2008, p. 416). In the end, economic growth is a political 
choice and often a difficult one to make and sustain over time. Most elites and interest 
groups are more concerned about their relative share of power and/or wealth than they are 
about the rate of overall economic growth for their country. Those who would be hurt by 
new policies resist the adoption and implementation of such policies—at least at first, but 
possibly longer. 

In sum, economic development results from many factors. The first 30 years of macro-
marketing scholarship offers three primary generalizations that help understand the chal-
lenge of explaining economic development. First, aggregate marketing systems are highly 
complex. Second, aggregate marketing systems are heterogeneous. Third, market transac-
tions frequently have consequences for those not involved in them. 

Gains for Developing Countries
Although discussions about developing countries often turn to the poverty in these 

countries (poor consumers will be given treatment later in this chapter, too), there actually 
is much development to report: “Despite counterclaims and hand wringing, things are get-
ting better, everywhere,” senior fellow at the Center for Global Development Charles Kenny 
said. He continued:

Rich countries may be getting richer faster than poor countries, and we  
may be unsure how to improve that situation, but poor countries and poor 
people aren’t stuck in the nightmare of an ever-growing and unsupportable 
population, living on bare subsistence. Instead, those countries with the lowest 
quality of life are making the fastest progress in improving it—across a range 
of measure including health, education and civil and political liberties. (Kenny, 
2011, p. x)

Progress in developing countries has resulted from the spread of technologies (such as 
vaccinations), as well as from the spread of ideas (such as sending one’s daughter to 
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school). Although Africa and many other parts of the world have lagged in income growth, 
they have made marked improvement in health, education, gender equality, security, and 
human rights (Kenny, 2011, p. 4). By broadening one’s view of developing countries from 
income growth to quality of life or well-being, many of the gains for developing countries 
become evident. In education, the best measure of a country’s human capital—average 
number of years of schooling for adults—increased from around two years to seven years 
from 1900 to 2000. Today, 80% of the global population of adults can read (in 1950, only 
half could read). In health, global average infant mortality has declined by more than half 
since 1960. 

Looking only at developing countries, it is hard to believe gains in quality of life that can 
be seen. In the Middle East and North Africa, life expectancy has increased from 48 to 69 
years from 1962 to 2002 (Kenny, 2011). Much of this can be attributed to a reduction in 
infant mortality. Notably, this gain for the region occurred when per capita economic 
growth averaged only a grim 0.5% each year. 

Businesses of the developing countries have also posted striking gains. Some of these 
firms (referred to as “emerging giants” in the business press) have globalized their busi-
nesses with much success. For example, Kuwait-based Zain has become one of the world’s 
largest telecommunication firms by targeting developing countries, such as those in Africa 
(Khanna & Palepu, 2011, p. 170). When operating in sub-Saharan African countries, Zain 
discovered that it needed to fill voids in the infrastructure by generating its own power with 
thousands of small generators. With such agility, Zain went from a government-controlled 
monopoly with just 600,000 customers in Kuwait in 2002 to becoming the world’s fastest-
growing telecommunications provider with 32 million customers in 22 countries in the 
Middle East and Africa in 2008. 

Emerging giants are not limiting themselves to the developing world, however. They 
now compete with MNEs in the home markets of the MNEs in developed countries. After 
Indian laws changed in 2007 to allow total overseas direct investment by Indian firms to 
rise from 100% of an Indian firm’s net worth to 400%, India’s Tata Motors purchased the 
Jaguar and Land Rover brands then owned by Ford Motor Company (Khanna, Palepu, & 
Bullock, 2009). Not limited to mergers and acquisitions for its worldwide expansion, Tata 
produces its own brand of cars, trucks, and busses for worldwide markets. It is the fifth 
largest producer of commercial vehicles in the world and the second largest producer of 
busses (Tata Group, 2011). 

Tata Motors is part of the Tata Group comprising more than 90 operating companies in 
seven business sectors: (a) communications and information technology, (b) engineering, 
(c) materials, (d) services, (e) energy, (f) consumer products, and (g) chemicals. The group 
has operations in more than 80 countries across six continents, and its companies export 
products and services to 85 countries. The total revenue of Tata companies, taken together, 
was $83.3 billion in 2010–2011, with 58% of this coming from business outside India. 
Because the Tata trusts (philanthropic entities dedicated to education and poverty allevia-
tion in India) own 65.8% of the shares of Tata Sons, and because of Tata Group’s commit-
ment to ethical and sustainable business, Tata Group is regarded as pursuing Conscious 
Capitalism (presented in Chapter 5) similar to firms such as Whole Foods, Patagonia, 
Interface, and Starbucks (O’Toole & Vogel, 2011, p. 60). 
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Another emerging giant is China’s Lenovo, which overtook Dell in 2011 to become the 
second-largest PC firm in the world (Lenovo, 2011). Lenovo serves customers in more than 
160 countries, and as a result, its advertising can be found in major media and sports spon-
sorships across these countries. Formed by Lenovo Group’s acquisition of the former IBM 
Personal Computing Division, its product lines include ThinkPad PCs, as well as servers, 
workstations, and mobile Internet devices, such as tablets and smartphones. Lenovo is a 
global Fortune 500 company and has major research centers in Yamato, Japan; Beijing, 
Shanghai and Shenzhen, China; and Raleigh, North Carolina. 

Macro Factors for Understanding the Context  
of Developing Markets

Developing market researchers have identified six important dimensions of developing 
country contexts for business practitioners, public policy makers, NGOs, and scholars 
(Shultz et al., 2012). These are (a) culture, (b) population, (c) geography and climate, (d) 
economy, (e) political system, and (f) infrastructure. Institutions of society are included in 
the final dimension of developing countries because they are proposed to be “soft” infra-
structure (Khanna & Palepu, 2011).

When comparing the lowest income countries of the world with the highest income 
countries of the world, marked differences become evident. Figure 13.2 depicts such dif-
ferences in eight social indicators. The inner ring represents the low-income countries, 
while the outer ring signifies the high-income countries on these indicators using a 0–10 
scale with 10 signifying the most favorable rating on these indicators and 0 representing 
the worst rating. The culture macro factor is represented by the gender development index 
at the nine o’clock position. This index covers demography, education, health, labor force 
and employment, and political participation for women. 

The variables at the top (human development index of income, health, and education) 
and the bottom (average years of schooling for adults) represent the population macro fac-
tor. The geography and climate macro factor is not represented because these are natural 
endowments and not the result of man-made efforts as the other social indicators are. 
Employment in services (lower left part of graph) is an indicator for the economy macro 
factor. Regulatory quality (three o’clock position on the graph) and days to start a business 
(upper right part of the graph) represent the political system macro factor. Finally, Internet 
users per 1,000 people (upper left of graph) and total expenditure for research and develop-
ment expenditures as a percentage of GDP (lower right of graph) represent the infrastruc-
ture macro factor. As can be seen by comparing the two rings of the graph, the low-income 
and high-income countries are very different on these social indicators. Some of the poor-
est of poor consumers are in these low-income countries. (These will be discussed later in 
this chapter.)

Culture

Culture is the learned meaning system of a people group that provides a guide for those 
in the group about how to think and behave (Cateora, Gilly, & Graham, 2011, p. 102). Values, 
beliefs, and attitudes are commonly shared by members of a cultural group (Harrison, 
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2006, p. 6). These can support and promote prosperity because they strongly affect percep-
tions of individuals and organizations about the way to win (Porter, 2000). 

Table 13.11 presents the framework proposed by Argentine lawyer and political essay-
ist Mariano Grondona to explain the differences between what he terms progress-prone 
cultures and progress-resistant cultures. A worldview of progress-prone cultures includes 
personal agency for the individual, as compared with fatalism for the progress-resistant 
culture. The expandability of wealth characterizes progress-prone cultures, as opposed 
to a peasant mentality that wealth is finite. (If someone gains, someone else must lose.) 
In terms of values and virtues, progress-prone cultures reinforce trust in public or com-
mercial activities with lesser values like punctuality being important. By comparison, 
progress-resistant cultures reinforce mistrust and give little emphasis to lesser values, 
such as punctuality.

Economic behavior in progress-prone cultures is influenced by regard given to entrepre-
neurial effort in competitive markets. Progress-resistant cultures see rent-seeking (taking 
advantage of what their position allows for self-gain) by cultural elites in government as the 
privilege granted to those who attain power. 

Social behavior in progress-prone cultures can be characterized by a self-governing 
citizenry in which half the population (women) are able to function as the equals of the 
other half (men). Progress-resistant cultures tend to carry patriarchal hierarchy in 
which male chiefs or strong men dominate others because of their place in the tribe or 
kinship group. Women might run the home but usually not business, government, or 
civic organizations.

Human Development Index
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Total Expenditure for R&D as % of GDP

Regulatory Quality

Days to Start a BusinessInternet Users per 1,000 People
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Figure 13.2  Comparison of Low- and High-Income Countries on Eight Social Indicators 

Source: World Bank (2011).
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Table 13.1   Condensed Typology of Progress-Prone and Progress-Resistant Cultures  
 (Harrison, 2006; Grondona, 2000)

Dimension Progress-Prone Culture Progress-Resistant Culture 

World View   

Destiny I can influence my destiny for the 
better 

Fatalism, resignation, sorcery 

Wealth Product of human creativity is wealth 
expandable (positive sum) 

What exists (zero-sum) is wealth; 
not expandable 

Values, Virtues   

Ethical Code Rigorous within realistic norms; 
feeds trust 

Elastic, wide gap twixt utopian 
norms and behavior. Mistrust 
reinforced 

The lesser values A job well done, tidiness, and 
punctuality matter 

Lesser virtues unimportant 

Economic Behavior   

Entrepreneurship Investment and creativity Rent seeking: income derives from 
government connections 

Competition Leads to excellence Is a sign of aggression, and a threat 
to equality and privilege 

Advancement Based on merit, connections Based on family and/or patron 
connections 

Social Behavior   

Rule of law/corruption Reasonably law abiding; corruption 
is prosecuted 

Money, connections matter; 
corruption is tolerated 

Family The idea of “family” extends to the 
broader society 

The family is a fortress against the 
broader society 

Gender relationships If gender equality not a reality, at 
least not inconsistent with value 
system 

Women subordinate to men in most 
dimensions of life 

Population

Population characteristics contribute much to country development. Important aspects 
of a population for country are (a) urbanization, (b) health, and (c) education. As shown in 
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Although the concentration of people living in cities makes industrialization more of a 
possibility, in many countries, the move to the cities exacerbates housing shortages result-
ing in expansive slums. At the same time, towns and villages in rural areas have emptied 
leaving mostly the elderly in some (Batson, 2008). Those who remain rely economically on 
cash sent back from those who left. Currently in China, the largest migration in human 
history is under way. One hundred and fifty million people have already migrated inter-
nally in China in pursuit of jobs in the cities, and there are predictions that 300 million 
more people will eventually migrate to the Chinese cities over the next 30 years (The 
Economist, 2010b). China’s urbanization matches the world’s urbanization for the year 
2000 in Figure 13.3. It will likely soon catch up with the world’s urbanization percentage 
and continue along with it to 2050. 

The health and education of a country’s population contribute much to country devel-
opment because they represent important elements of human capital (Baumol, Litan, & 
Schramm, 2007, p. 159). Figures 13.4 and 13.5 depict life expectancies for the world’s 
countries and expected years of schooling, respectively (HDRO, 2011a, 2011b). Health and 
education indicators are important in development because they represent important 
aspects of human capital—the wellness and knowledge of a society. Notably, Figure 13.4 
suggests that China has a higher life expectancy than either India or Russia. However, 
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Figure 13.3  Urbanization of the World’s Countries in Percent 1950–2050 

Source: UN (2011).

Figure 13.3, urbanization has risen steadily since 1950 (UN, 2011). It is predicted to con-
tinue its rise through 2050. 
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Figure 13.4  Life Expectancies for World’s Countries Expressed as an Index 

Source: HDRO (2011a).

Figure 13.5  Expected Years of Schooling for Children 

Source: HDRO (2011b).

Figure 13.5 suggests that China only outperforms India in expected years of schooling 
while lagging behind Russia’s relatively well-educated population that is on par with the 
expected years of schooling for developed countries.
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Geography and Climate

Temperate regions of the world are undeniably more developed than the tropical coun-
tries. Of the 24 countries classified as “industrial,” not one lies between the tropics of 
Cancer and Capricorn (about 23 degrees North and South of the Equator), except a bit of 
Australia and the Hawaiian Islands (Hausmann, 2001). Figure 13.6 depicts the “Grand 
Canyon” of the tropics regarding GDP per capita for 1960, 1980, and 2007 on the left side. 
Figure 13.6 also depicts population density for 1960, 1980, and 2005 on the left side, as 
well as total population and urbanization percentage on the right side. Additionally, the bar 
charts on the bottom part of the left side depict a comparison for GDP per capita and 
population density for countries above the Equator (the North) and those below the Equator 
(the South).

Figure 13.6  Population and GDP Per Capita by Latitude 

Source: Kummu & Varis (2011).

Philosophers and social scientists from previous centuries proposed simplistic explana-
tions for such latitude differences. For example, Montesquieu believed climate might have 
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a direct effect on human temperament, work effort, and social harmony (Mellinger, Sachs, 
& Gallup, 2000). During times of colonial rule, ideas such as Montesquieu’s implied racial 
superiority for the ruling empires. Not surprisingly, these ideas became popular among 
imperialists.

Although rejecting notions from past eras regarding climate’s links with race, work 
effort, or culture, new economic geographers view climate as one of many important influ-
ences on development. Some social scientists have argued that climate helps determine the 
means of production (small farming in the temperate regions and plantation farming in the 
tropics). With such profound effect on production, climate would thereby indirectly affect 
the organization of society and the possibilities for development. 

Coastal location (which results in lower transportation costs and increased access to 
markets and new technological approaches and ideas) would be another dimension of 
geography critical to development. Being a landlocked country is a disadvantage because 
of the complications (risks) this adds to foreign trade (Wolf, 2004, p. 147). Although a land-
locked country like Switzerland successfully oriented its economy to serve the markets of 
its neighbors in Europe, countries such as Uganda have neighbors that are economically 
troubled or burdened with civil strife, such as Kenya, Sudan, Rwanda, Somalia, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Tanzania (Collier, 2007, p. 55). With poor transport 
links to the coast, and economically depressed neighbors, its ability to integrate itself in 
global markets through manufacturing (to date the most reliable driver of rapid develop-
ment) has proved difficult.

Recently, scholars have developed three reasons why tropical countries are consistently 
poorer than temperate ones. These include agricultural factors, health factors, and factors 
related to the mobilization of scientific resources (Sachs, 2000). Eurasia’s east–west geo-
graphical layout and the north–south layout in Africa and the Americas have influenced 
historical patterns of agricultural innovation and, thus, economic growth (Diamond, 1997). 
Because climate changes little with longitude, but markedly with latitude, the countries of 
Eurasia happily had fairly common climatic conditions. Such uniformity allowed agricul-
tural innovations developed in one region to travel long distances and be shared by many 
regions. On the contrary, new agricultural varieties developed in the tropics of Africa or the 
Americas could not travel very far before the climate changed dramatically.

Agriculture in the tropics faces reduced productivity of perennial crops and staple foods. 
This is true because of (a) weak soils, high soil erosion, and depletion of nutrients from tropical 
rain forest conditions; (b) water control difficulties and risk of drought in wet-dry tropics;  
(c) high incidence of pests; and (d) high rate of spoilage for food in storage (Sachs, 2000).

The incidence of infectious disease is also higher in the tropics. Flies and mosquitoes 
that flourish in the warm climate carry major vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, hook-
worm, schistasomiasis (a parasitic worm that feeds on red blood cells in its victims con-
tracted through exposure to contaminated water), river blindness, and yellow fever. Because 
the afflicted countries tend to be poor and underdeveloped with respect to the temperate 
countries, tropical diseases do not receive research-and-development (R&D) investments 
that instead might be directed to cures for baldness in Western markets (Hausmann, 2001). 
In sum, changes in latitude have a profound inhibiting effect on the diffusion of techno-
logical innovations to the tropics in crucial sectors for development, such as agriculture, 
health, and construction (Sachs, 2000). Overcoming distance to developed markets through 
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increased globalization in these economic sectors could help overcome what has been 
called “the tyranny of geography” in the tropics.

Economy

Economies of countries can be described in several ways, such as level of development, 
or percentage of the labor force working in the agricultural, manufacturing, or service sec-
tors. For example, 41% of the labor force in the United States worked on farms in 1900. 
However, by 2000, only 1.9% of the labor force worked on farms (Dimitri, Effland, & 
Conklin, 2005). In the early part of the 20th century, the United States industrialized. But 
after 1950, it entered a postindustrialization phase in which the service sector (such as 
healthcare, education, financial services, government, media, entertainment, hospitality, 
and tourism) became dominant (Lee & Mather, 2008, p. 7). 

Figure 13.7 presents a comparison of a postindustrial economy (the United States), an 
industrializing economy (China), and an agricultural economy (Ethiopia) based on the 
percentage of the labor force in each country working in service, industry, and agriculture 
(CIA, 2011). As shown, the most workers in the United States are in the services sector 
(83%), while the most in China are in agriculture (38.1%), and the most in Ethiopia are in 
agriculture (85%). 
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Figure 13.7   Comparison of Labor Sector Percentages for the United States, China, and 
 Ethiopia

Source: CIA (2011).
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Economies can also be classified by the type of capitalism they have adopted in their 
societies. Aside from communist stalwarts Cuba and North Korea, the rest of the world uses 
some form of capitalism in which the means of production are owned privately. Table 13.2 
presents a proposed framework for four types of capitalism (Baumol et al., 2007,  
pp. 60–61). First, entrepreneurial capitalism allows small, innovative firms to play a sig-
nificant role in markets. The benefit of this for society is that research suggests that most 
radical innovations come from entrepreneurs, rather than from large firms. With the 
changes coming as a result of firms and businesses adopting innovations (such as the PC 
in the 1980s and the accompanying rise of the software industry), outmoded technologies 
and brands cannot be sustained in the marketplace. With this comes job losses for many 
(typewriters and their manufacturers). The United States and Canada are examples of coun-
tries where entrepreneurial capitalism bloomed before big-firm capitalism took root and 
displaced much of entrepreneurial capitalism there.

Second, oligarchic capitalism exists in much of the developing world still, such as Latin 
America, the countries of the Former Soviet Union, much of the Arabic Middle East, and 
much of Africa (Baumol et al., 2007, p. 71). Here, the bulk of the power and wealth are held 
by a few individuals and families. Oligarchic capitalism brings with it (a) a high degree of 
income inequality across society, (b) corruption, (c) much informal business activity done 
without the licenses required by the state, and (d) an excessive focus on resource extrac-
tion. Such a focus diverts talent away from starting successful businesses either purposely 
(those who favor the status quo usually resent the changes brought about by entrepreneurs) 
or inadvertently.

Third, big-firm capitalism in continental Europe and Japan exists when most significant 
economic activities are carried out by established giant enterprises. Although efficient and 
large-scale operations for mass production can come with this type of capitalism, the 
bureaucracy needed to control one of these enterprises renders these large firms inflexible 
to respond to a changing environment around them. 

Fourth, state-guided capitalism features the government trying to guide the market by 
supporting favorite industries it expects to prosper. Although it can result in the export-led 
growth seen in the 21st century for China and India, usually consumers in these countries 
receive little regard. When demand for the country’s exports decline (as happened for 
China’s exports to the West in 2008 and 2009), prosperity for the country can be adversely 
affected (Bremmer, 2010, p. 139). Additionally, when done without discipline, state-guided 
capitalism directs too many loans from banks to favored firms of the government. For 
example, when China began moving away from central planning to its own version of state-
guided capitalism, many state-owned enterprises (SOEs) went deeply into debt and were 
unable to repay the state banks (Baumol et al., 2007, p. 60). This led to the Chinese govern-
ment paying for these losses. 

The guidance from the Communist Party that a Chinese SOE in China receives today 
varies. The oil company, China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC), is clearly 
owned by the government, while the state is the dominant shareholder for firms such as 
computer-manufacturer Lenovo and for appliance giant Haier (Woetzel, 2008). Most shares 
in the auto manufacturer Chery belongs to the city government of Wuhu.

It should be noted that no country has a pure form of any of the four proposed types of 
capitalism, but instead it borrows some features from the other types. For example, the 
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United States can be characterized as a hybrid of entrepreneurial and big-firm capitalism. 
However, when the U.S. government intervened in the automobile industry and the finan-
cial services industry in 2008 to bail out privately held firms (such as GM, Chrysler, many 
large banks, and insurer AIG), the form of capitalism in the United States took on more 
elements of state-guided capitalism.

Political Stability 

Civil War

Working political systems are often taken for granted in developed countries. For exam-
ple, when Al Gore lost to George W. Bush in the 2000 presidential election, the election was 
very close. It was so close that it took three weeks of recounting votes in Florida and a trip 
to the U.S. Supreme Court to resolve the issue with a 5-4 vote by the Supreme Court justices 

Type of 
Capitalism

 
Characteristics

 
Advantages

 
Disadvantages

 
Examples

Entrepreneurial 
Capitalism

Significant role 
played by small, 
innovative firms

1.  Radical 
innovations tend 
to come from 
entrepreneurs, 
rather than large 
firms

1. Creative 
destruction of 
innovations can 
be disruptive for 
society due to 
job losses

1. Canada & 
United States in 
the 1800s 

2. Europe soon 
after WW II

Oligarchic 
Capitalism

Bulk of the 
power & wealth 
held by a few 
individuals and 
families

1. Many plusses for 
a few wealthy 
families and 
government 
elites

1. High degree of 
income inequality

2. Corruption
3. Much unlicensed 

business activity
4. Excessive focus 

on resource 
extraction

1. Much of Latin 
America 

2. Many countries 
of Former 
Soviet Union

3. Most of Arabic 
Middle East

4. Much of Africa

Big-Firm 
Capitalism

Most significant 
economic 
activities are 
carried out by 
established 
giant enterprises

1. Above average 
profits for large 
corporations

2. Efficient 
manufacturing 
and incremental 
innovations

1. Drive for 
continued 
improvement 
wanes

2. Firm’s 
bureaucracy slows 
& even impedes 
adaptation to 
change

1. Continental 
Europe

2. Japan

Table 13.2  Four Types of Capitalism (Baumol et al., 2007)

(Continued)
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favoring the case put forward by Bush’s attorneys that recounting in Florida should stop. 
Although many in the United States grimaced at the arcane workings of the Electoral 
College (Gore polled more votes in the popular vote, but fewer in the Electoral College), 
both men were on the podium at the inauguration of Bush in January 2001. The important 
point here is that power changed hands peacefully—as expected by the citizens of the 
United States. 

By comparison, 1,200 people died and more than 500,000 Kenyans fled their homes in 
violence that took on an ethnic dimension after the 2007 elections in Kenya (BBC, 2011). 
Although calm eventually returned to Kenya, the eruption of violence after the 2007 elec-
tions suggests that societies often have enormous pent-up tensions that can be triggered 
by such events as an election. 

It must be remembered that when the United States was a developing country in 1860, 
the election of Abraham Lincoln (who did not advocate the termination of slavery—just its 
restriction to states where slavery currently existed) was so disagreeable to many living in 
the southern United States, they took up arms as rebels and initiated a civil war that lasted 
four years. Three percent of the entire population died as soldiers in the U.S. Civil War—
620,000 (however, a new study asserts that 750,000 actually died as soldiers [Glover, 2011].) 
This was by far the bloodiest war in human history up to that time. These numbers put the 
violence in Kenya in better perspective, but they also highlight the cost a society pays when 
its political system ruptures into civil war. 

Slow growth, stagnation, or economic depression makes a country prone to civil war 
(Collier, 2007, p. 20). When looking toward the countries where the poorest billion people 
on the planet dwell, 73% of these countries have recently had a civil war or are currently 
in one (Collier, 2007). Half of these civil wars are resumptions of earlier civil wars. 

The costs of civil war are many. It is like development in reverse—shrinking economic 
output by 2.3% each year on average (Collier, 2007). A country enduring a seven-year civil 
war will have an economy 15% smaller than when it began. Surprisingly, most who die in 
civil wars are not victims of bullets or shrapnel but of disease. This is, in part, a result of the 
sudden migrations of refugees to safer areas. Refugees are exposed to disease vectors dur-
ing their treks when they are weakened. They later infect humans in the safer areas. 

Sadly, the economic losses and disease do not stop at the end of the civil war. Government 
of postconflict countries typically double military spending over what it was before conflict 

Type of 
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Characteristics
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Disadvantages

 
Examples

State-Guided 
Capitalism

Government 
tries to guide 
the market by 
supporting 
favorite 
industries it 
expects to 
prosper

Export-led growth 
possible

1. Consumers given 
little regard

2. Banks guided to 
loan too much to 
favored firms of 
government

1. China
2. India
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began (Collier, 2007, p. 27). Kalashnikov rifles (the weapon of choice for developing coun-
try rebels) flood countries during times of conflict. After conflicts, such weapons remain 
cheap. Not surprisingly, homicide rates spike as the culture of violence and extortion can-
not be suddenly terminated after formal cessation of hostilities. 

The problems of civil war spill over to neighboring countries. Weapons smuggled from 
Libya at the end of the Libyan civil war apparently flowed into the surrounding region. 
“Arms were stolen in Libya and are being disseminated all over the region,” President 
Mahamadou Issoufou of Niger (Libya’s neighbor to the south) said. “Saharan countries are 
facing terrorist threats, arms and criminal trafficking. The Libya crisis is amplifying those 
crises” (Maylie & Hinshaw, 2011, p. 1).

 Neighboring countries must also endure (a) lost trading opportunities with the country 
experiencing civil war, (b) an influx of refugees that strain social services and infrastructure, 
and (c) the rise of criminal activities emanating from the civil war. All of this tends to desta-
bilize neighboring countries. For example, 95% of global production of hard drugs comes 
from conflict countries (Collier, 2007, p. 31). In this way, conflict creates territory beyond 
the control of a recognized government—a good match for illegal activities. Osama Bin 
Laden chose to set up Al Qaeda operations in Afghanistan for this reason. 

Coups

Another violent challenge to government can take the form of a coup d�état. Usually 
leadership in the military forces takes over the country in such a coup. A script for a coup 
might include capturing the current leader and cabinet members, securing communication 
centers (television, radio, newspapers) to broadcast programming favorable to the coup, 
and declaring martial law because of the national emergency that the deposed leaders 
thrust the country into because of their incompetence or illegal activities. Under martial 
law, the army is now responsible for governmental activities. The new military rulers usu-
ally suspend most civil rights (such as the state having to give reasons for jailing citizens) 
and impose curfews to restrict public activity. Later, a new constitution might be introduced 
and martial law rescinded. 

As a 27-year-old army captain, Libya’s Muammar al-Qaddafi led a bloodless coup that 
deposed King Idris I of Libya on September 1, 1969 (History.com, 2011) (The king had left 
the country to seek medical treatment at a Turkish spa). Qaddafi ruled with an iron hand 
for 42 years. However, as unrest spread through much of the Arab world during February 
2011, massive street protests against the Qaddafi regime initiated a civil war between revo-
lutionaries and loyalists. In March, an international coalition began conducting airstrikes 
against Qaddafi strongholds under the authority of a UN Security Council resolution. On 
October 20th, Qaddafi died at the hands of a mob who administered vigilante street justice 
after capturing him near his hometown of Sirte. 

Libya’s victorious National Transitional Council estimates that 25,000 of Libya’s five mil-
lion citizens died during the eight-month civil war with 3,000 maimed and 60,000 wounded 
(Mulholland & Deshmukh, 2011). The International Monetary Fund estimated that the 
financial cost of the Libyan civil war will come to more than $35 billion—half of its 2010 
GDP (MENAFN, 2011). 
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Aon Corporation is a global firm with offices in more than 120 countries focused on 
providing research on political risk, as well as offering insurance and management consult-
ing to businesses. Figure 13.8 depicts its 2011 terrorism and political violence map. As 
shown, countries with high or severe levels of terrorism and political violence include most 
of Africa, Southern Asia, and Indonesia, as well as Mexico, Honduras, Colombia, and 
Ecuador.

Figure 13.8  Terrorism and Political Violence Map 

Infrastructure

Physical and Institutional Infrastructure

In developed markets, a range of intermediaries provide the information and contract 
enforcement needed to make commercial transactions (Khanna & Palepu, 2011, p. 14). Most 
developing countries lack the infrastructure—both physical and institutional—needed for the 
smooth running of markets. Physical infrastructure includes publicly owned goods, such as 
ports, harbors, airports, miles of railroads and highways, bridges, ferries, and water and sewer 
systems. In some countries, private companies operate other physical infrastructure, such as 
electrical utilities, communication systems (telephone, cell phone, Internet service providers, 
television, and radio), warehouses, refrigerated warehouses, and banks. Institutional  

Source: Aon (2011).
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infrastructure includes government-run courts and judicial systems, advertising agencies, 
media outlets, marketing research companies, logistics consultants, credit-rating agencies, 
and online clearinghouses for goods and services (for example, eBay and Orbitz). 

Legal systems are of utmost importance to countries and the conduct of business. The 
legal system can take four forms: (a) common law evolving over time based on judicial rul-
ings—in the United Kingdom and its former colonies, (b) civil law made by legislative action 
or official edict—in most of the rest of the world, (c) Islamic law where Sharia law is in 
effect, or (d) Marxist-Socialist tenets in communist countries, such as North Korea, Cuba, 
and China (Cateora et al., 2011, pp. 187–190). Although common law proves to be the most 
flexible for businesses, what is important is that the legal system is viewed widely by resi-
dents and foreign investors as trustworthy, stable, and effective (Baumol et al., 2007,  
p. 155). In this way, all parties to exchanges can reasonably expect to know what the rules 
are when they conduct business or lead their private lives.

Because of thin budgeting for governmental services in many developing countries, 
judicial systems can become ineffective. For example, because of a huge backlog of cases, 
resolving disputes in Indian courts can take 5 to 15 years (Khanna & Palepu, 2011, p. 14). 
Family or clan patriarchs might be used if the dispute is between two parties from the 
developing country, but this typically strikes foreign businesses as disadvantageous. The 
end result frequently is that deals are not initiated as a result of such institutional voids that 
increase risk to intolerable levels for MNEs.

Researchers of productive entrepreneurship propose that governmental institutions can 
create conditions that will promote the kind of entrepreneurial activity leading to eco-
nomic growth for a society (Sobel, 2008). Governments can facilitate the operation of 
markets through an effective legal system (Forbes & Ames, 2009, pp. 313–316). First, the 
rule of law must be established and respected within a country. This means that govern-
ment leaders, government agencies, and any other individuals (mafia chieftains) cannot act 
arbitrarily toward businesses and private individuals. This implies that government limits 
itself in its ability to tax and regulate businesses. Additionally, the judicial system must be 
fair and balanced, so that contracts can be enforced without bias. Second, property rights 
must be respected (Carman, 1982). When this happens, land, buildings, and equipment can 
be used as collateral for growing a business. Without this ability, stagnation occurs (de Soto, 
2003). When ownership of property is respected in a society, entrepreneurs will take the 
necessary risks to conceive, launch, and implement their business plans. This includes 
intellectual property, such as inventions, new software, new music, and creative works. 

Corruption

Corruption is the abuse of public power or authority for private benefit (Anokhin & 
Schulze, 2009). It comes in two forms: (a) petty corruption (low-level government officials 
seeking relatively small amounts of money), and (b) grand corruption (high-ranking gov-
ernment officials seeking huge sums of money). 

Petty Corruption.  Petty corruption contributes to the delays in distributing products in 
the marketing system of a country (The Economist, 2002). In a 500-km trip from the capi-
tal city of Douala to Bertoua, a small town in Cameroon’s southeastern rainforest, a 
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Guinness beer truck encountered 47 roadblocks manned by off-duty policeman set up for 
the seeking of bribes to allow motorists to continue their journeys. That is one roadblock 
every 8 km. Instead of a 20-hour journey, the trip took four days. 

Bridges and roads had washed out in the heavy seasonal rains and these added to delays. 
The impact on any business is that just-in-time inventory management is out of the ques-
tion. Consequently, Guinness Cameroon has to keep 40 days of inventory in the factory 
along with the crates, drums of malt, hops, and bottle caps to continue operations. 
Inventory, along with its storage, security, and insurance, costs money. Out in distant cor-
ners of Cameroon, wholesalers have to carry as much as five months of inventory at the 
beginning of the rainy season when roads become most subject to flooding and damage 
from hard rains.

Table 13.3 depicts the results of Transparency International’s interviews with more than 
91,500 respondents across 86 countries asking about bribes paid to service providers in the 
last 12 months (Transparency International, 2010, p. 14). As shown, regions with develop-
ing countries (the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, and the Newly 
Independent States (NIS) of the Former Soviet Union) report the most bribe paying. 
Importantly, no region remains free of bribery.

Table 13.3  Bribe Paying to Service Providers in the Past 12 Months by Region

Source: Transparency International (2010), http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/gcb/2010/results

Education 
System Judiciary 

Medical 
Services Police

Registry & 
Permit 
Services Utilities

Tax 
Revenue

Land 
Services Customs 

GLOBAL 11% 23% 12% 29% 17% 10% 10% 20% 23%

Asia-Pacific 7% 11% 8% 13% 9% 5% 8% 11% 14%

Central & 
South Asia

20% 35% 21% 43% 33% 21% 30% 34% 34%

EU+ 3% 4% 7% 4% 4% 3% 2% 5% 4%

Latin 
America

5% 18% 5% 27% 14% 5% 4% 8% 17%

Turkey, 
Middle East 
& North 
Africa

26% 32% 22% 37% 36% 24% 29% 34% 42%

Newly 
Independent 
States

18% 24% 27% 34% 16% 4% 9% 22% 24%

North 
America

6% 20% 5% 20% 11% 6% 6% 7% 11%

Sub-Saharan 
Africa

30% 40% 26% 55% 37% 27% 26% 32% 44%

Balkans 5% 11% 12% 13% 6% 2% 2% 6% 12%
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When asked about paying a bribe to someone from any of the nine institutions pre-
sented in Table 13.3 in their country in the last 12 months, those in the lowest 20% income 
bracket reported a higher incidence of bribing eight of the nine institutions when com-
pared with those in the highest 20% income bracket (Transparency International, 2010,  
p. 15).  By comparison, the rich had a higher incidence of bribery with the institution of 
the judiciary (the courts).

Given that any bribe would represent a larger chunk of the poor’s income, the burden 
of bribery is relatively heavier for the poor. Nearly half of all respondents reported that the 
last bribe was paid “to avoid a problem with the authorities.” In these regions with develop-
ing countries, the police are the service provider with the highest frequency of receiving 
bribes.   Almost one quarter of respondents cited “speeding things up” as the reason for the 
bribe, followed by “to receive a service they were entitled to” (Transparency International, 
2010, p. 19).    

Grand Corruption.  Grand corruption is perpetrated by those in high-ranking leadership 
positions for a country. After the end of the Libyan civil war, Libya’s National Transitional 
Council estimated former Libyan leader Muammar al-Qaddafi had hidden more than  
$220 billion in bank accounts and investments around the world—an amount representing 
$30,000 for every Libyan (Richter, 2011). About one third of Libyans live in poverty. Most 
of the money was under the name of government institutions such as the Central Bank of 
Libya, the Libyan Investment Authority, the Libyan Foreign Bank, the Libyan National Oil 
Corp, and the Libya Africa Investment Portfolio. Qaddafi and his family members had 
access to these accounts.

Researchers estimate that, on average, dictators take about 3% of their nations’ incomes 
in the form of excessive taxation (Mulligan, 2011). Judging from Qaddafi’s share of Libya’s 
national wealth, that is about what he was taking. However, other costs accrued to the 
Libyan people because the Qaddafi regime’s security services included torturing and exe-
cuting political enemies, making exiles living overseas disappear, as well as blocking unfa-
vorable websites outside of the country (MacFarquhar, 2009, p. 32).

No Institutions and Weak Institutions

Under Qaddafi’s rule, Libya had no parliament, political parties, unions, NGOs, and inde-
pendent newspapers or media outlets (MacFarquhar, 2009, p. 25). Because he had led a 
coup as an army officer, Qadaffi never trusted the military and frequently moved around 
its commanders and would not allow coordination across Libya’s military units. This later 
proved fateful to Qaddafi himself, as his military forces could not unify their actions to stop 
the uprising against him that began in February 2011 and ended with his lynching in 
October of the same year. 

During the last years of his 42 years of despotic rule, the official Libyan television news 
ended each night with dated video clips of rioting and civil unrest in cities of the West with 
the announcer intoning that it was only a matter of time before the decaying West came to 
adopt Libya’s Popular Committees as the way of societal organization. Government-run 
newspapers typically filled themselves with songs, poems, and salutes to Qaddafi penned 
by Africans from the many countries where he directed foreign aid.

For writing about the Popular Committee meetings and how they showed Libyans as 
being discouraged with the incompetence of their rulers and their low quality of life, New 
York Times Cairo bureau chief Neil MacFarquhar never again received a visa to visit the 
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country under Qaddafi’s rule after his two-week visa expired in 2001. Keep in mind that 
MacFarquhar’s writings were never published inside Libya but outside of it in the West. 

A free press is an important ingredient in checking corruption in a society. In developed 
countries, the press is regarded as the “fourth estate,” meaning it is the unofficial fourth 
branch of government that exposes government corruption, bad business practices, and 
the criminal activity of individuals (Quelch & Jocz, 2007, p. 208). The journalistic press 
enables freedom of speech. It consists of newspapers and magazines, television and radio 
broadcasters, book publishers, cable operators, and the blogosphere. An informed citizenry 
results from a strong and active journalism. This enables democratic processes to be more 
effective.

Chapter 9 related the story of Peter Eigen and the NGO he founded, Transparency 
International (TI). An examination of Figure 9.6 in chapter 9 suggests how developing 
countries in particular carry a burden of corruption. Researchers have found that increas-
ing the corruption level in a country from that of Singapore (9.5 on a 10-point scale for lack 
of corruption) to Mexico’s (3.1 on the same scale) is equivalent to raising the tax rate by 
more than 20 percentage points (Eigen, 2002). Not surprisingly, global investors tend to stay 
away from countries with high corruption levels. 

Although TI has focused in the past on those taking bribes in the public sector, in recent 
years, it has broadened its focus to bribe payers. The 2011 Bribe Payers Survey for the first 
time also asked more than 3,000 business executives from 28 of the leading economies 
about the frequency of bribes being paid from one private firm to another when doing 
business abroad (Transparency International, 2011). Surprising to many, respondents per-
ceived the likelihood of this form of bribery is almost as high as bribery of public officials 
across all sectors. 

Companies may bribe employees in other firms to secure business and facilitate the 
functioning of hidden cartels seeking to control supplies of products. Employees from large 
firms can exploit their influence by demanding bribes or kickbacks from potential suppli-
ers. Bribery can also be disguised through offering clients gifts and corporate hospitality 
that are inappropriate in value.

The effects of this particular form of bribery can be felt through the entire supply chain, 
distorting markets and competition, increasing costs to firms, harming smaller companies 
that cannot afford to compete on these terms, and firms with high integrity that refuse to 
do so. This not only prevents a fair and efficient private sector but also reduces the quality 
of products and services to the consumer.

Summary of Macro Factors for Developing Country Contexts

In sum, the physical and institutional infrastructure for a country matters much to a 
society and its proper functioning. To repair or overhaul such infrastructure can be costly 
in terms of time and financial resources.

After reviewing the six macro factors for countries, one should gain an appreciation for 
the challenges confronting many developing countries across these six dimensions. Some 
countries might have (a) cultures characterized as progress-resistant, (b) low levels of health 
and education, (c) poor natural resources and a harsh climate, (d) an economy based on 
agriculture or extractive industries (such as mining or oil production), (e) civil war in recent 
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years, and (f) weak institutions afflicted by corruption. Most of the countries with high or 
severe levels of terrorism and political violence face such disadvantages in development. 
Despite similar challenges across these six dimensions, some developing countries have 
managed to show promise for developing themselves in recent years. These countries have 
been described as “emerging markets” (Khanna & Palepu, 2011). 

Emerging Markets
Although a variety of lists have appeared in recent years to label the most promising 

developing countries as “emerging markets,” there is no consensus definition of emerging 
markets. Table 13.4 presents Dow Jones’s list of 30 developed and 35 emerging market 
countries. This set of countries is valuable because it represents 98% of the investments 
across stock markets of the world. 

Table 13.4  A Listing of Developed and Emerging Markets 

DEVELOPED MARKETS EMERGING MARKETS

AMERICAS

CANADA U.S ARGENTINA CHILE MEXICO

BRAZIL COLOMBIA PERU

ASIA/PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND TAIWAN CHINA 
OFFSHORE*

MALAYSIA

HONG KONG SINGAPORE INDIA PAKISTAN SRI LANKA

JAPAN SOUTH KOREA INDONESIA PHILIPPINES THAILAND

EUROPE

AUSTRIA GREECE PORTUGAL BULGARIA POLAND

BELGIUM ICELAND SLOVENIA CZECH 
REPUBLIC

ROMANIA

CYPRUS IRELAND SPAIN ESTONIA RUSSIA

DENMARK ITALY SWEDEN HUNGARY SLOVAKIA

FINLAND MALTA SWITZERLAND LATVIA TURKEY

FRANCE NETHERLANDS U.K. LITHUANIA

GERMANY NORWAY

(Continued)
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In general, emerging markets can be characterized by (a) poverty (low-middle income 
and not industrialized), (b) capital markets (low market capitalization relative to GDP and 
low sovereign debt ratings), and (c) growth potential (economic liberalization, openness to 
foreign direct investment, and recent economic growth) (Khanna & Palepu, 2011, p. 4). In 
short, emerging markets offer attractive investment opportunities for MNEs to acquire 
firms in these markets or to introduce their own brands there. MNEs expect to find 70% of 
their future growth in emerging markets—40 % in China and India, alone (Eyring, Johnson, 
& Nair, 2011). 

The future looks bright for such countries—although volatility will remain a part of the 
risk in doing business in emerging markets. In 2003, Wall Street investment bank Goldman 
Sachs forecasted that before 2050 the BRIC countries of Brazil, Russia, India, and China 
would grow to be collectively larger than the G-6 countries (United States, Japan, United 
Kingdom, Germany, France, and Italy) (Wilson & Purushothaman, 2003). 

Not surprisingly, MNEs have taken increased interest in emerging markets in recent 
years. For example, a few years ago, consumer packaged goods manufacturer H. J. Heinz 
Company had less than 5% of its sales come from emerging markets. In 2011, 20% of its 
revenues came from emerging markets (Johnson, 2011). 

In evaluating possible acquisitions in emerging markets, Heinz looks at several of the 
same aspects of businesses as in developed countries, such as operating metrics of the 
business, recent and forecasted growth, as well as how the business fits with Heinz’s core 
business. But Heinz also uses an entire set of biggest M issues when evaluating acquisitions 
in emerging markets. “We look at how the company goes to market, the tax system, the 
regulatory environment, currency trends, and the political climate, comparing them with 
what exists in the United States,” Johnson, Heinz’s CEO, said. He continues:

We take these things for granted in developed economies, but they’re a big 
consideration in emerging markets, where governments are often much more 
active. This process may take a lot of time, and the companies we’re considering 
as acquisitions are sometimes frustrated by that, But these issues are very 
important. We have walked away from deals in Ukraine, Vietnam and other 
markets because our due diligence told us there were considerable risks involved 
in trying to generate acceptable returns on the businesses. (Johnson, 2011, p. 49) 

DEVELOPED MARKETS EMERGING MARKETS

MIDDLE EAST

ISRAEL JORDAN BAHRAIN KUWAIT

OMAN QATAR UAE

AFRICA

EGYPT

SOUTH AFRICA MAURITIUS MOROCCO

Source: Dow Jones (2011).

(Continued)
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Firms from developed countries like Heinz’s have learned that they need to make adap-
tations to their marketing mixture of product, place, price, and promotion when they go to 
the emerging markets. Products frequently need to be adapted to the tastes of the host 
culture if consumers have intimate involvement with them. For example, ketchup in the 
Philippines is made from bananas and tastes differently from ketchup in the West. Places 
of distribution also have to be relevant for host cultures. Supermarket chains only cover 
about 15% of the market in India, whereas in the United States, they cover virtually 100% 
of the market. In emerging markets, corner stores and open-air markets comprise a major-
ity of food retailing. Prices need to be kept relevant for consumers in emerging markets. 
Often, this is done by offering different sizes, such as packets of soy sauce, instead of bot-
tles of soy sauce. Finally, the promotion of brands must be done with an understanding of 
how host-country consumers live. If they are not likely to have refrigerators, then it is use-
less to sell them quantities that must be stored in refrigerated places. Having local manag-
ers in place addresses many of these issues in better ways than having expatriate staff 
members of the MNE there to run the business in the host country. 

“We have learned that to succeed in emerging markets, you need to be risk aware but 
not risk averse,” Johnson said. He continues:

Indonesia provides a great example of that. We bought a big business there in 
1999. The country was just starting to democratize and have elections: it wasn’t 
especially stable. Frankly, some people wondered if it was a good place for an 
American company. Today that’s a $400 million business for us, versus $80 million 
when we bought it. Generally, we focus on the long term. Our Indian business 
took seven or eight years to get right. You have to be patient, flexible, and open to 
ideas from local management. (Johnson, 2011, p. 50) 

THE POOR OF DEVELOPING MARKETS

Living on $2-a-Day
Developing countries accounted for 20% of consumer-packaged goods manufacturer 

Procter & Gamble’s (P&G) sales in 2000, but in 2011, they accounted for 33% of sales 
(Reingold, 2011). By 2020, the firm wants to have 50% of its sales coming from developing 
countries. Although P&G’s current strategy across 180 countries emphasizes providing 
“mass prestige” to middle- and upper-class consumers by selling high-quality brands, such 
as Olay, Crest, Tide, and Pampers at premium prices, the future market segment for P&G 
and companies like it will be poor consumers in developing countries. P&G refers to these 
consumers as the “$2-a-day” consumer based on their average income. 

To understand these consumers better, a newly created special unit within P&G now 
spends days or weeks in field settings across countries such as Brazil, India, and China. “Our 
innovation strategy is not just diluting the top-tier product for the lower-end consumer,” CEO 
Robert McDonald said. “You have to discretely innovate for every one of those consumers on 
that economic curve, and if you don’t do that, you’ll fail” (Reingold, 2011, p. 88). 

On one field research outing in China, one research team made a bumpy two-hour drive 
into the treeless hills of red clay on the Yellow River in the midsection of China. In the  
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village of Shahe, the team visited a tiny cinder-block house where a 29-year-old corn and 
potato farmer named Wei Xiao Yan would show how she washed her hair.

Because of water shortages, the fully dressed Wei only used three cups of water in a 
basin for washing her waist length hair with Rejoice—P&G’s cheapest local offering (cost-
ing approximately $1.50 a bottle). Previously, Wei had used laundry soap flakes to wash 
her hair—which left her hair oily. One female researcher from the West made the mistake 
of asking Wei whether it might be more practical to cut her hair. Wei fired a disdainful look 
at the researcher before declaring, “As a woman, you should have long hair,” Wei said. “And 
my husband likes it” (Reingold, 2011, p. 88). 

The research team has identified several misconceptions about poor consumers. For 
example, researchers had believed that poor consumers always wanted the simplest 
product. This is not true (Reingold, 2011, p. 91). Additionally, researchers had believed 
that function alone drove poor consumer purchases. They have since found evidence 
suggesting that poor consumers would buy personal care products based on the image 
such products offered that they might come closer to attaining (for example, movie star 
looks). Additionally, researchers with $2-a-day consumers need more skin-care prod-
ucts because they spend so much time outdoors. Surprisingly, the research team dis-
covered poor consumers would like to buy hair dye. “We say, ‘Why would they buy 
that? It’s not like food, clothing, and shelter,’” P&G principal research scientist Cindy 
Graulty said. “But to get a good job, to be presentable, they have to have beauty” 
(Reingold, 2011, p. 91). Not surprisingly, P&G is now developing an inexpensive colo-
rant that uses little water.

The Bottom of the Pyramid
In his landmark book, The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid, C. K. Prahalad argued 

that MNEs could make money selling to the world’s poorest customers (Prahalad, 2005). 
Prahalad used $2-per-day at purchasing power parity (PPP) rates in 1990 prices to classify 
those at the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) of consumers in the world. The World Resources 
Institute, a global think-tank, has updated the 1990 figures to equal PPP in 2005, which can 
be seen in Figure 13.9. The point remains the same that 4 billion consumers (two thirds of 
the world’s population) live in survival markets on subsistence income. 

Prahalad’s initial premise for BOP marketing was that the poor should not be viewed as 
victims or a burden, but as resilient and creative entrepreneurs, and as value-conscious 
consumers (Prahalad, 2005, p. 1). According to Prahalad’s poverty alleviation framework, 
a new world of opportunity would open up when the West and MNEs, in particular, adopted 
this positive view of the poor.

His arguments influenced transnational institutions to encourage the involvement of 
firms in country development (Knowledge@Wharton, 2009). Some of these transnational 
institutions include the World Bank (offering grants and low-interest loans to developing 
countries for building physical infrastructure projects), the United Nations Development 
Fund (the UN’s global development network), the International Finance Corporation 
(financing private sector projects and companies in developing countries), and USAid (the 
U.S. government agency providing economic and humanitarian assistance worldwide). But 
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more importantly, influential MNEs (such as Microsoft, healthcare giants GlaxoSmithKline 
from the United Kingdom and DSM from the Netherlands, Unilever, and Procter & Gamble) 

BOP3000

BOP market—$5 trillion
Total by Income Segment

BOP2500

BOP2000

BOP1500

BOP1000

BOP500

Figure 13.9  The World Economic Pyramid 

Source: World Resources Institute (2011). http://www.wri.org/publication/the-next-4-billion
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changed the way they approach marketing in the developing world. Within these MNEs, 
poor consumers became targets of corporate strategy.

Prahalad developed his arguments for the profitability of BOP by focusing on nine case 
studies, such as India’s Hindustan Lever (a subsidiary of Unilever), Mexico’s global cement 
company CEMEX, and Casas Bahia (a Brazilian retail chain which specializes in furniture 
and home appliances). His persuasive writing engaged business leaders in the same way as 
the potential of Chinese markets has done in recent years. Here, the exciting realization is 
that “if every one of the 1.2 billion Chinese bought just one of my products in the coming 
year, we would set records for profitability.” 

In short, Prahalad’s prestige as a management and strategy scholar and his book con-
vinced leaders of MNEs and transnational organizations that the next stage of global 
business prosperity would come from marketing to the 4 billion consumers at the bottom 
of the economic pyramid. Fortuitously, the rise of the cell phone industry in developing 
countries of the world seemed to validate Prahalad’s main idea that the poor of the world 
would buy from MNEs. Five years after the publication of his BOP book, Prahalad 
explained that 2.5 billion BOP consumers had become subscribers to cell phone services 
in places thought to be out of reach of high-technology services, such as sub-Saharan 
Africa, South Africa, Latin America, India, Southeast Asia, and China (Knowledge@
Wharton, 2009). All the cell phone companies in these regions became profitable in a 
very short time. Despite illiteracy, masses of poor consumers had adopted cell phones. 
In doing so, new business models took root in developing markets to serve consumers, 
such as pay-per-use prepaid cards, and transfers of cash from banks via text messaging 
services like M-PESA in Kenya. 

The success of India’s Jaipur Rugs demonstrated how telecommunication technology 
allowed for the creation of a global supply chain. Here, wool from Australia, New Zealand, 
Argentina, and China came into India to be blended with wool from India. Jaipur would 
then send the wool to 40,000 weavers across five states of India, collect the rugs, and later 
ship them to the United States for final sale. In sum, Prahalad imparted a vision of the 
future in which inclusive capitalism would offer growth, profits, and incalculable contribu-
tions to humankind (Prahalad & Hart, 2002).

Criticisms of BOP Marketing
Prahalad’s assertions about the fortune at the BOP have received some criticism from 

poverty-alleviation entrepreneur Paul Polak, as well as a fellow professor of Prahalad’s at 
the University of Michigan’s Ross Business School, Aneel Karnani. Polak asserts that the 
idea that big business will end poverty is “nothing more than a tantalizing myth” (Polak, 
2008, p. 41). According to Polak, very few MNEs know how to make a profit serving custom-
ers who survive on less than a dollar a day, who may be illiterate, and who do not have 
access to mass media. According to Karnani, there is little glory or fortune at the BOP, but 
rather “it is (almost) all a mirage” (Karnani, 2007, p. 91). 

Karnani believes that the size of the BOP market is grossly overstated. Instead of being 
about $14 trillion, Karnani estimates that using the revised numbers in Figure 13.9, the 
BOP market is only $0.36 trillion (Karnani, 2009, p. 6). Karnani asserts that BOP advocates 
confuse the emerging middle class with the poor. Being without many financial resources, 
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the poor have low savings rates and little “untapped” purchasing power. They spend 80% 
of their incomes on food, clothing, and fuel alone. There is not much left over for anything 
else according to Karnani. MNEs have yet to figure out how to reduce prices without reduc-
ing quality. Selling in smaller units cannot be done with every product. Finally, entrepre-
neurship is demanding and requires human capital acquired through learning and  
sustained effort in the marketplace. 

At this point in the development of BOP marketing, most attempts to harness the BOP 
market have failed (Ringold, 2011, p. 88). What remains to be seen is whether MNEs and 
entrepreneurs can learn enough in the coming years to include it effectively in marketing 
efforts. MNEs such as P&G see developing markets growing at 6% to 8% compared with 
1% to 2% in the developed world. To take advantage of such market growth, P&G is shift-
ing its emphasis from the West to Asia and Africa. Whether firms like P&G sell to the 
poorest of the poor in Asia and Africa or an emerging middle class, they will not be dis-
paraged by many. The fact that they are committing themselves to overcome challenges 
in the developing world will be enough to suggest that a new era in country development 
has arrived.

CONCLUSION

This chapter examined country development. Undeniably, quality of life has improved for 
millions all over the world during the last 50 years. Health and education have improved 
markedly in many regions. Today, several firms from developing countries now challenge 
MNEs from developed countries in markets of the world. Such emerging giants include 
India’s Tata Motors, China’s PC-maker Lenovo, and Kuwait’s rising telecommunications 
company Zain. Despite these successes, researchers estimate that 4 billion people exist on 
$2-a-day. A review of six important dimensions of developing countries suggests some of 
the complexities in country development. These six macro factors of developing country 
contexts include (a) culture, (b) population, (c) geography and climate, (d) economy,  
(e) political system, and (f) infrastructure. Institutions of society were included in this final 
dimension of developing countries as they represent “soft” infrastructure (Khanna & 
Palepu, 2011). 

Emerging markets such as those listed in Table 13.4 have captured the imagination of 
MNE leaders around the world. The opportunities to win millions of new customers are 
now proving to be very attractive when compared with the forecasted sluggish growth in 
developed markets. 

BOP marketing has caught the attention of leaders of MNEs and transnational organiza-
tions in recent years. Before his death in 2010, University of Michigan business professor 
C. K. Prahalad called the developed world’s businesses to find their fortune by marketing 
to the very poorest consumers in countries, such as India (Prahalad, 2005). At this time, few 
firms have had an easy time in figuring out how to market to the poorest of the poor. It 
seems that some firms might be having success with the emerging middle-class consumers 
in developing markets. Nevertheless, many MNEs see their future in developing markets 
and succeeding with poor consumers there. 
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QUESTIONS

•	 How can macromarketing’s three primary generalizations help explain country 
development?

•	 What are the six macro factors of developing country contexts?
•	 Which of these six macro factors do you believe is the most critical to achieving 

an improved quality of life for citizens of developing countries?
•	 Compare and contrast progress-prone cultures and progress-resistant cultures.
•	 What can be said about what is happening in the world today regarding the three 

important population dimensions presented in this chapter?
•	 What are the advantages and disadvantages of each of the four types of 

capitalism?
•	 What are the types of costs civil war imposes on a country and its neighbors?
•	 What are the two types of infrastructure presented in the chapter?
•	 Name emerging market countries you were surprised to see included in Table 13.4.
•	 In your view, will MNEs find a fortune at the bottom of the pyramid?

MAVERICKS WHO MADE IT

Hanan Abdel Meguid

COMPARED WITH OTHER regions, attitudes toward women working outside the home are less 
favorable in the Middle East and North Africa than in other regions (World Bank, 2007). Here, a 
woman working outside the home is a signal to many that her male kin cannot provide sufficiently 
for her. Additionally, the region’s high unemployment rate leads to feelings among many that men 
are more deserving of scarce jobs. Hanan Abdel Meguid, a mother of two, has achieved success in 
Egypt’s technology field despite the unfavorable attitudes of many in society toward woman working 
outside the home and despite the bias of MNE executives against locating technology development 
in the region. 

Hanan Abdel Meguid launched her first Cairo-based technology firm before the Web became 
publicly available and before many technology MNEs, such as Microsoft, operated in the Middle East 
(Hamdan, 2011). As one who has launched several firms, she is a serial entrepreneur who has learned 
important lessons about growing a business in a developing country, such as Egypt. 

In the early 1990s as a student at the American University in Cairo, Meguid decided to major 
in computer science although she had never seen a computer. She later switched her major to 
economics to avoid the late nights doing computer programming, but a year later, she returned  
to the male-dominated field of computer science. The idea for her first venture, Microlabs, came 
to Meguid when she was playing squash with a classmate, Khaled Bichara, during a trip to Sharm el 
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Sheik, an Egyptian resort on the Red Sea. Both Meguid and Bichara wanted to work as program-
mers, but technology MNEs such as IBM that were in Egypt then only had sales offices that did no 
programming.

“I started my first company with friends right after university because our dreams and our capa-
bilities were much bigger than the opportunities in the market,” Meguid said. “By graduation, we 
were all so inspired we decided to create our own lab to develop applications on Windows. And we 
were good” (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7).

With only $3,500 and three computers when it began in 1993, Microlabs earned income by creat-
ing accounting systems for big firms and won a competition to design time-management software 
for the Egyptian government. But Microlabs became ridden with problems the next year after it 
merged with another software company, Pie Practical Solutions. Before the merger, Meguid and her 
partner Bichara deferred completing legal paperwork formalizing the merger because the newly 
merged firms needed to tackle a major project of rewriting a software program for the Windows 
platform. When the business took off, everything remained in the name of Pie Practical while 
Microlabs and its founders were not entitled to any of the success. Meguid and Bichara would be 
forced out of the merged firm soon after success came. “We learned the hard way from this experi-
ence,” Bichara said (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7). 

Meguid had registered Microlabs in her name, so she had to wind down its operations in a com-
plicated process as a result of the vague or contradictory writing of Egyptian laws then regarding 
liquidating a business and settling debt. Six years after closing Microlabs, Meguid received letters 
from government authorities requesting taxes these authorities believed were still outstanding. 

In 1996, Meguid joined the Egyptian government herself to help develop websites for the govern-
ment. She would eventually receive appointment to run Web development for the government. 
However, it took her former Microlabs partner Bichara six months to convince Meguid to return to 
entrepreneurial endeavors with him. They helped launch a venture affiliated with Orascom Telecom 
(now an Egyptian-based MNE operating across Northern Africa, the Middle East, Bangladesh, South 
Korea, Canada, and sub-Saharan Africa). The new venture—Link Development—offered the opportu-
nity for develop “dream Web sites and services” for Meguid (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7). At Link Develo-
pment, Meguid became CEO and began developing cultural websites, such as yallabina.com. Link 
Development began working with Microsoft at the end of 1997. 

Meguid learned from her earlier mistakes. When Link merged with InTouch Communications in 
2000 to form LinkdotNet, Meguid scrutinized the legal documents to make sure ownership and roles 
in the merged firm were clearly delineated. LinkdotNet became one of Egypt’s star companies serving 
as the largest Internet solutions provider in Egypt (American University in Cairo, 2011). Two years 
later, LinkdotNet acquired eight established Internet companies in Egypt. In 2010, Link sold part of 
the business to Mobinil for $130 million. Meguid became CEO of the spin-off firm—OTVentures—with 
different subsidiaries operating in the sectors of finance, telecom, advertising, data management, 
and software development. 

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Although the Egyptian revolution that began in early 2011 led many clients to cut their spending 
on services OTVentures would supply, the way the revolution unfolded has heightened the awareness 
of social media and entrepreneurship—two key elements for the technology industry in the Middle 
East. “The revolution turned out to be a validation of our vision,” Meguid said. “I.T. is becoming a 
catalyst for change, not just a platform or business tool” (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7).

 As OTVentures CEO, Meguid oversees operations across 17 countries and maintains exclusive part-
nerships with Facebook and Microsoft. “She is one of very few Egyptian women who has a good knowl-
edge of technology and of business, so she is a great inspiration to mentees,” Google’s head of Egyptian 
operations Wael Fakharany said. “She’s an icon in Egypt’s Internet world” (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7).

Meguid is an advocate of home-grown entrepreneurship in Egypt. When she took the reins of 
OTVentures, she said she wanted “to build a new wave of success and prove to the world that with 
our local hands and expertise we will define the digital future of our country and region” (LinkdotNet, 
2010). To promote and nurture Egyptian entrepreneurship, she serves as an advisor for three different 
organizations devoted to developing young entrepreneurs in Egypt. These include Tahrir2 (an effort 
in venture incubation), Flat6Labs (venture incubation affiliated with American University in Cairo), 
and Google’s Ebda2—a venture creation competition for Egyptian entrepreneurs.

 “There are a lot of depressed young people in Egypt today not finding the right work opportuni-
ties, but we have to move away from this idea that when you graduate you must find a job with a 
multinational company to succeed,” Meguid said. “You can have a dream, build on it and become a 
major contributor to your economy without being an employee” (Hamdan, 2011, p. B7).

Questions

 • What episodes across the career of Hanan Abdel Meguid mark her as a visionary?
 • What role do relationships have in Meguid’s story?
 • How effective do you think Meguid will be as a mentor and coach to those thinking about 

starting ventures in Egypt, and later implementing the plan for their ventures? Explain. 
 • Discuss Meguid’s success as an entrepreneur in Egypt in terms of Egypt’s (a) culture, (b) 

population, (c) geography and climate, (d) economy, (e) political system, and (f) infrastructure. 
How does knowledge of these six macro factors for the context of a developing country like 
Egypt make Meguid’s accomplishments more special?
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